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Abstract

With the advances in Artificial Intelligence, machines have started to impersonate different human
traits, like the artificial intelligence conversational entities, also called chatbots. Chatbots are computer
programs that can carry out a conversation with the user, allowing a user to simply ask questions in
the same manner that they would address another human. Chatbots are currently gaining a lot of
popularity, especially in the business sector as they have the potential to automate customer service
and reduce human efforts. They have grown and improved to capitalize on messenger platforms.

The technology at the core of the rise of the chatbot is natural language processing (NLP). Recent
advances in machine learning have greatly improved the accuracy and effectiveness of natural language
processing, making chatbots a viable option for many organizations.

In 2018, new legislation made banks provide a set of secure APIs access to their customers’ bank
account information, making banking organizations be one that could benefit from chatbots. This will
be presenting the benefits of including chatbots, along with the development of a chatbot for banking
applications, which will be able to perform banking operations requested by the user. The user will
be able to communicate with the bot, providing the user with a natural, intelligent and simple way to
perform these operations, which you would usually do in a home banking application. This project was
proposed by Link Consulting [1] in order to integrate it with other solutions from the company.
Keywords: Chatbot, Natural Language Processing, BankOnBox, Microsoft, SpeechRecognition

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

Chatbots represent a potential shift in how peo-
ple interact with data and services online. The
most intuitive definition for a Chatbot is, a soft-
ware that can have a conversation with a human.
They can perform a wide variety of functions based
on user commands, often used online and in mes-
saging apps, as intelligent virtual assistants.

Text communication nowadays takes a huge part
in peoples lives. Almost all age groups for personal,
family and social communication as well as for busi-
ness purposes use text messaging, many companies
are even using text messaging for communication
between employees.

One of the most known and used messaging app
is Facebook’s Messenger [2], and they saw great po-
tential for chatbots, ever since they launched the
Messenger Platform, which is nothing more than a
toolbox for building bots [3], the company already
has over 100,000 bots developed by its users, allow-
ing companies to provide customer assistance and
relationships through conversation, if users are us-
ing a communication channel they are familiar with,
texting, to have a conversation with a bot, they are
already used to the technology.

More and more companies are complementing
their businesses with chatbots, customers always
become more demanding, and with the accommo-
dation of message applications, Facebook’s Survey
shows ”53% of people are more likely to shop with
a business they can message” [4].

Regarding what nowadays people expect from
businesses in terms of availability, ”51% of people
say a business needs to be available 24/7” [5], no
one enjoys waiting endlessly on the phone, being
put on hold, or having to push buttons to navigate
from department to department, just to find the
answer to a question that a bot can resolve in 30
seconds and at any time, without having to worry
about working hours. Humans are restricted to the
number of things we can do at the same time. A
study suggests that humans can only concentrate on
34 things at the same time, For example, when we
present phone numbers, we present them in groups
of three and four, which helps us to remember the
list [6]. If it goes beyond that you are bound to
meet errors, chatbots, on the other hand, can si-
multaneously have conversations with thousands of
people. No matter what time of the day it is or
how many people are contacting you, every single
one of them will be answered instantly, in fact, re-
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ports show that the vast majority of chatbot users
reported productivity to be the main reason for us-
ing chatbots. These participants highlighted the
ease, speed, and convenience of using chatbots. [7].

There are many anticipated benefits for Chat-
bots, which may include but not limited to:
- Helps you Save Money: Chatbots are a one-time
investment, which helps businesses reduce staff re-
quired and possibly also bringing new customers.
Unlike human beings, chatbots work 24/7, they can
be fast enough to provide this kind of predefined
service with less error compared to a human [8].
- Provides 100% satisfaction to customers: Humans
react to others based on their mood and emotions,
whereas chatbots are bound by some rules and obey
them as long as theyre programmed to. They al-
ways treat a customer in the most polite and per-
fect way no matter who the person is [9].
- Personalized Experience: When you visit a web-
site searching for a piece of information, you know
its probably somewhere in there and you will end
up having to scan around different web pages and
menus to find what you are looking for [10]. In-
stead with a chatbot, the interaction is resolved to
the questions you make. Also, Chatbots can change
to accommodate the users preferences, an easy ex-
ample is the Chatbot could communicate in any
language preferred by the user.

One of the business sectors that could benefit
from chatbots are financial systems. On the 16th
of November of 2015, the European Union passed
the Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2 EU
Directive 2015/2366) [11]. In short, PSD2 obligates
banks to provide third-party providers access to
their customers accounts through open APIs, the
API provides a secure avenue that allows bank ac-
count holders to access their banking data and ser-
vices by granting access to third-party applications
appropriately authenticated by the national regu-
lators, following the consent of both the bank and
customer.

This means that now new providers, not neces-
sarily banks, can consolidate your accounts infor-
mation in one place and acquire insightful data for
you. With to the banks APIs, a single app can
have access to banking information related to check-
ing accounts (credit, debit, etc.), with contents like
balance, movements, transfers, everything except
information that is deemed sensitive and can di-
rectly identify the end user. This will lead to the
appearance of multiple applications to ease access
to our account information and make online pay-
ments without credit cards, i.e. direct access to our
bank account via the Internet.

1.2. Objective
The main goal of this thesis is the development of
a chatbot that would complement the current way

to access the BankOnBox Home Banking solutions,
presented in the next section 1.3.

Instead of browsing a website, you will have a
conversation with the Chatbot. The user should be
able to communicate with the chatbot to request
banking operations from all the financial institu-
tions that use the BankOnBox solutions.

This bot is expected to support and only be used
in Portuguese, and to offer the customers a different
and more intuitive way to interact with this technol-
ogy, the user will be able not only to communicate
via text but also by voice.

1.3. BankOnBox
BankOnBox [12] is a solution for Financial Institu-
tions, developed by Link Consulting (Link) [1], that
was designed to bridge technologies, the needs of the
Banks and the needs of their customers. BankOn-
Box provides Financial Institution’s solutions to im-
plement Home Banking in their system, that have
access to banking operations. With the upcoming
changes in EU legislation [11], as described in the
Introduction 1, the banks are being more forced into
opening themselves up and allowing their customers
to provide access to third-party applications to their
bank accounts.

That’s basically the concept of Open Banking
[13], banks must look at opening their client’s bank-
ing information to third parties through Aplication
Programming Interfaces (APIs). In this project’s
context, the chatbot should be able to freely access
the banks’ API, to access banking information and
also perform banking transactions.

Link is aware of this and is already developing a
solution to implement Open Banking for financial
institutions that use BOB’s technologies. The BOB
API is a thesis project that was developed by Joo
Silva Santos, which consists in implementing a set
of APIs which are PSD2, which will let every user
be able to access his banking information from ap-
plications other than the provided by his financial
institution.

With this API it’ll possible to develop a chatbot,
that will serve as a third-party application and is
able to access users’ banking information, via this
API. The API will provide access to the same main
features that BOB Home Baking has, which will
have to match the bot features:

- Access to a user’s bank account(s) balance;
- Access to a user’s bank account to initiate

Transfers;
- Access to a user’s bank account to inquire about

transfers information;

2. Background
A Chatbot is a computer program, powered by a
set of rules and some artificial intelligence, that you
can interact with via a chat interface, chatbots are
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designed to imitate human conversations and carry
out actions, based on voice commands and/or text
inputs [14].

Over the past decade, quite a bit of advancement
has been made in the area of chatbots, major Inter-
net companies such as Google, Facebook, and Mi-
crosoft now see chatbots as the next popular tech-
nology and are at the moment is highly used to
provide a variety of different services.

There are basically two kinds of chatbots, first
you have the bots that limit the user interaction,
like the Q&A bots, Question, and Answer bots, but
these bots don’t allow the user to ask questions, in-
stead they are the ones that make the questions to
the user and, at the same time, provide the user
with a list of possible answers for the user to pick
from, and for each option it gives it has a cor-
responding answer, everything is pre-defined, the
problem with this bot is they don’t even allow the
user to really say anything, they just pick options.

Then there are bots that risk trying to parse any-
thing the user says, those who are equipped with
natural language processors, these bots can give the
user the feeling that theyre having a conversation
with a real person, rather than poking through te-
dious text options. These types of chatbots are de-
signed to understand the user intent and keep a con-
versation with different persons, every person talks
in a different way. For the context of this project,
this is the type of bot that is to be implemented in
this project.

2.1. Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an integral
part of any smart chatbot, perhaps the most impor-
tant component of a chatbot.

The arrival of talkative assistants like Siri, Alexa
and Cortana are all well and good, but theres no
point if the device or service does not understand
what the person is asking for, or talking about.
Over the few years of their short lives, they have
become better at understanding people thanks to
NLP, a technology that learns words and phrases
and their meaning to provide a better service.

In a spoken dialog system, natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) converts the words in an utterance
into a machine-readable meaning representation.
[15]

Natural language processing (NLP) is a branch of
artificial intelligence that helps computers under-
stand, interpret and manipulate human language,
it can also examine and use patterns in data to im-
prove a program’s understanding, it’s basically the
ability of a machine to analyze and understand hu-
man speech.

To understand how NLP works, we have to take
a look at one of its main components, Natural Lan-

guage Understanding (NLU), the most difficult part
of NLP is understanding, or providing meaning to
the natural language that the computer received,
that’s NLU’s job. Natural Machine Understand-
ing deals with machine reading comprehension, to
understand the meaning of a text. NLU uses al-
gorithms to reduce human speech into a structured
ontology, although different NLU systems use dif-
ferent techniques, that with the right training the
system should be able to understand the meaning
of what you said.

The main drive behind NLP is to create chat
and speech-enabled bots that can interact effec-
tively with the public without supervision.

2.2. Speech Recognition
Speech is one of the most powerful forms of commu-
nication between humans, speech recognition soft-
ware is used to convert spoken language into text
by using speech recognition algorithms.

In natural speech there are hardly any pauses be-
tween successive words, also that in most spoken
languages, the sounds representing successive let-
ters blend into each other in a process termed co-
articulation, so the conversion of the analog signal
to discrete characters can be a very difficult pro-
cess. For speech recognition, there are usually three
common models that work together [16], the acous-
tic model takes the waveform of speech and chops it
up into small fragments and figures out each sound
that the person is speaking, then the pronunciation
model that takes those sounds and strings them
together to make words and finally the language
model that takes the words and strings them to-
gether to make sentences.

Speech Recognition can be used by people with
disabilities, for in-car systems, in customer ser-
vice, voice may be the next major banking chan-
nel. The main problem with speech-enabled appli-
cations is having an interaction that feels natural
to customers, where they can speak as they would
to another human and not speak as if theyre talk-
ing to a robot. Companies are opening their speech
recognition solutions, providing APIs or web ser-
vices so that developers can bring speech recogni-
tion to their own apps and services.

2.3. Bot Framework
Bot framework is a set of predefined and pre-
installed methods and classes created for bot devel-
opers. It provides developers a set of tools that help
them write the code better and faster. In simple
terms bot developers and programmers use develop-
ment frameworks so they dont have to create chat-
bots from scratch [17], saving learning and develop-
ment time, with security measures implemented for
you and documentation to ease functionality imple-
mentation.
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These days, there are so many platforms offering
a bot framework for building chatbots. You need
somewhere in between 1 to 5 hours to understand
a platform depending on your technical know-how.
Once you have the proper understanding, you can
build a basic chatbot in minutes.

2.4. BankOnBox Access

For the bot to be able to perform any banking op-
erations, it has to be able to communicate with
the BOB API, which defined a way to authenticate
and/or authorized users. Authorization is about
obtaining a consented access to the user’s informa-
tion via the APIs. Authentication is about obtain-
ing identification credentials, such as username and
password from a user and validating those creden-
tials.

2.4.1 Oauth2.0

OAuth2.0 is an open-standard authorization pro-
tocol or framework that describes how unrelated
servers and services can safely allow authenticated
access to their assets without actually sharing the
initial, related, single login credential.

2.4.2 OpenID Connect

OIDC is a protocol used to enable clients to au-
thenticate that the user is whom he says he is when
requesting initial access and permissions to be con-
sented for in regards to a service’s account. While
OAuth is only concerned with providing authoriza-
tion to resources that the user consented to, OIDC
also ensures that the end user is authenticated with
the server and application.

3. Solution

In this section our chatbot solution will be pre-
sented, first an introduction to the chatbot, the
supported chatbot dialogs that the chatbot should
have to understand user commands, the language
understanding capabilities that are expected from
the chatbot. After that the chatbot architecture
will be presented, where the choices for each of the
chatbot components, studied in chapter 2, will be
explained.

3.1. BOB Chatbot Dialogs

This chatbot is designed to perform the bank-
ing operations available in BOB API, account bal-
ance, movements transfers, payments, that were de-
scribed in section 1.3, and to access BOB API, in
section 2.4, the user authentication. The bot must
have a dialog prepared for each of these actions,
meaning that depending on the user message, the
chatbot must respond according to the request. Di-
alogs define what the chatbot can expect from the

user, what it has to do, depeding on the user mes-
sage, and what should be answered.

To be able to perform this operations, the user
must first be able to authenticate itself into the sys-
tem, after that, natural language processing will be
used to understand user inputs, to understand user
intentions and decide which of the supported di-
alogs will be triggered.

In this section it will be explain each of the sup-
ported dialogs, as well as showing off what natu-
ral language processing capabilities are expected for
this chatbot, what types of requests will the user
be able to do and also how the chatbot will handle
BOB API responses.

First we have the user authentication, the first
interaction with the bot will always send the user
to the authentication dialog, where the user should
choose to login with BOB credentials, or it will also
have the option to login with Facebook Login.

For the Balance dialog the user has two different
options, the regular request, where the user just
asks for the balance, but the user will also be able
to ask for a specific bank account, asking by the
account’s name.

In the movements dialog the user has the regular
request, with this the movements from the account
defined as a main account will be shown. The user
can also make a request for the desired account,
same as before, and a specific transfer date, making
the bot only show movements results that match
the user request.

Finally, the payment dialog the user will be able
to make a regular request for a payment, where a
card will be presented with the fields required to
make a payment. This card fields are filled by the
user, or can be filled by the chatbot if the user pro-
vides them along the request. The request can in-
clude an IBAN number, of the recipient, and the
amount to be sent. If the user provides the IBAN
and/or the amount, the chatbot will fill the card
fields automatically for the user. User’s will also
be able to save a contact list, linking a name to an
IBAN number, the user will be able to make the
payments request by using the contact’s name in
the request, instead of writing the IBAN number
every time.

3.2. Solution Architecture

In this section, we present the solution architecture,
Figure 1 to the objective previously mentioned in
section 1.2. This section will include the solution
for each objective that was presented and explain
each of the decisions that were made in order to
reach the final architecture.

The first phase was to decide how was the chat-
bot going to be built, afterward, how the Chabot
will be able to process Natural Language Process-
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ing (NLP), which should work for Portuguese, then
the communication to the BOB API, which will
communicate with BankOnBox services to perform
banking operations. And finally, enable the user
to speak with the bot, that has to be able to un-
derstand Portuguese, along with the necessary fea-
tures that were implemented to improve the final
solution.

Figure 1: BOB Chatbot Architecture

3.3. Microsoft Bot Framework
For this project, it was chosen to develop the
chatbot using the Microsoft Bot Framework. Mi-
crosoft introduced its own bot framework in early
2016. Microsoft bot framework SDK, similarly to
other frameworks, provides the resources a devel-
oper needs to build an intelligent conversational
chatbot that can provide a natural interaction. The
main components of the framework are presented
next.

3.3.1 Bot Connector

Bot Connector allows a bot to exchange messages
with any of the channels that are available in Mi-
crosoft Bot Framework, by using REST API and
JSON over secure protocol HTTPS. This also en-
ables the option to communicate with any clients
personal chat application by using the Direct Line
API. The Direct Line Channel allows the developer
to connect to their bot from anywhere.

3.3.2 Bot Builder

The Bot Builder is an SDK for .NET Framework
developers for developing bots using Visual Studio
and Windows. The SDK supports C# and Node.js.
The kit consists of Bot Application, Bot Controller,
and Bot Dialog templates. Bot Application tem-
plates already contain a simple project with all of

the components for a bot already integrated with
cognitive services. These already include methods
to accept messages and a dialog builder to generate
an appropriate response.

3.4. NLP - Microsoft Language Understanding
(LUIS)

LUIS stands for Language Understanding Intel-
ligent Service, an entirely cloud-based machine
learning-based service to build natural language
into apps, in this case, a chatbot. LUIS is built
on prior work in Microsoft Research on interactive
learning [18].

LUIS brings in artificial intelligence (AI) to ap-
plications so that computers and humans can speak
with each other seamlessly, it allows for develop-
ers to create smart applications, without having to
think or worry about designing the various Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning
(ML) techniques, developers can build custom nat-
ural language understanding (NLU) models inter-
actively.

LUIS can be defined in three key concepts, utter-
ances, which are text input from the user that your
app needs to understand, intents, that represents
actions the user wants to perform, and entities, rep-
resenting detailed information that is relevant in the
utterance, extraneous information about the intent
Entities can be extracted with machine-learning,
which allows LUIS to continue learning about how
the entity appears in the utterance, they can be ex-
tracted without machine-learning, matching either
exact text or a regular expression, or even in pat-
terns can be extracted with a mixed implementa-
tion, in summary, LUIS offers different entities for
different needs.

For LUIS to be able to interpret users intent and
context it must be trained, the developer has to
create the type of instances the system should be
expecting and can do something with, and then it
should provide it with a set of examples strings that
exemplify that intent. The more examples the sys-
tems have for each query the more accurate the sys-
tem gets.

3.5. Speech Recognition - Bing Speech API
The chatbot should also be able to recognize user
speech, and the speech recognition had to be able to
understand the Portuguese-Portugal language and
Microsoft’s Bing Speech API is one of them.

Microsoft’s Cognitive Services Bing Speech API,
which converts spoken audio to text. The API can
be directed to turn on and recognize audio coming
from the microphone in real-time, recognize audio
coming from a different real-time audio source, or
even recognize audio from within a file.

This project will use the JavaScript client li-
braries since they support the most intuitive way
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for speech recognition, which is real-time, continu-
ous stream audio recognition, this enables users to
transcribe audio into text in real time, and supports
to receive the intermediate results of the words that
have been recognized so far, instead of having to
record the audio sample, send it to the API, and
wait for the API to return the recognized text.

3.6. Bing Spell Check API
One of the natural language understanding chal-
lenges is that the user can make spelling mistakes
while writing, to ease LUIS’ correct prediction, the
Bing Spell Check API was used, to automatically
correct user writing errors. The Bing Spell Check
API is part of Microsofts Cognitive Services, which
allows you to performcontextual grammar and spell
checking in an utterance. Instead of relying on
dictionary-based rulesets, which means comparing
each word with a known list of correctly spelled
words

3.7. Facebook Login Graph API
To provide the user with a different possibility to
authenticate the user, and get access to BOB’s
operations, other than the BOB’s authentication
method, the application will allow the user to au-
thenticate itself with it’s Facebook credentials, tak-
ing advantage of Facebook’s Login and Graph API.

Facebook Login is a fast and convenient way for
people to create an account, or in this projects
case,link an existing account with the users Face-
book account, and from then on, to log into the
application.

Facebook Graph API [19] is the primary way to
get data into and out of the Facebook platform.
It’s an HTTP-based API can be used to make you
application query data and utilize user’s data.

3.8. Azure Cosmos DB
For the bots know whom it is talking to and be
able to perform operations for the corresponding
user, the bot will have a storage system, Cosmos
DB, to register users, and link them to the multiple
accounts they might have.

Azures Cosmos Database, Cosmos DB [45], is
Microsofts proprietary globally-distributed, multi-
model database service. A database is an orga-
nized collection of information that can be easily
ac-cessed, managed and updated, using database
services like Cosmos Db, a system is able to in-
teractwith end-users, other applications, and the
database itself to capture, store and analyze data

4. Implementation
This Chapter will focus on explaining, regarding the
Solution that was defined in the previous Chapter 3,
the architecture implementation, how was the bot
implemented and integrated with the other compo-
nents, the decisions made during the implementa-

tion and the problems that were faced along the
way.

4.1. LUIS, Natural Language Processing
LUIS is our key component of the chatbot, it offered
a fast and effective way of adding language under-
standing to the application, in order to understand
and control the user requests. For the purpose of
this project I had to make sure that the bot had
at least one intent for each of the BOB API fea-
tures, the intents initially needed were for request-
ing account Balance, ”Saldo” intent , for initiating
Transfers, ”Transferencias” intent, and for request-
ing transfers informations, ”Consultas” Intent.

To make Luis able to correctly identify these in-
tents, and in order to train it, LUIS needs to be
fed with utterances examples that should represent
a possible user request for the desired intent, Mi-
crosoft provides a graphical web interface for creat-
ing and training the application.

For each utterance LUIS associates a correspond-
ing score, this score represents LUIS degree of cer-
tainty, that the utterance is associated with that
given intent. This score is greatly increased the
more utterances you have, ideally, you want your
intents to be distinguishable from one another with
a high degree of certainty. Also, to drastically im-
prove the quality of LUIS predictions, you can spec-
ify entities. Entities help in identifying the param-
eters which are required to take a specific action.
While intents are required, entities are optional.

LUIS success is based on training, the more you
utterances you provide it with, the better results
you will have, the more options you are covering,
the better it will react, and it should be always
learning more, the more you and the user use it.
The techniques used to create, detect and train
LUIS to be able to correctly identify the needed
intents can be read in the full thesis report.

4.2. OpenID
As previously mentioned, in section 2.4, the main
Authentication and Authorization mechanisms for
the BOB API, is done through OpenID Connect,
from section 2.4.2.

Since the project is being developed in C#, us-
ing .NET Framework, I decided to take advan-
tage of the IdentityModel.OidcClient2 library [20].
IdentityModel.OidcClient2 is a C#/NetStandard
OpenID Connect Client Library for native Appli-
cations, an implementation of the OIDC/OAuth2
for native apps specification for C#. This library
allows the developer to create an OpenID client,
that given the correct options, this client is respon-
sible for generating the necessary security measure,
that along with the users chat conversational ref-
erence, are saved in a database document, section
4.4.3, and for preparing the endpoint URL, for the
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user to be able to connect with BOB’s Login.
To deal with the server log in response, an HTTP

handler was defined, that is responsible for handling
the authentication result, the bot will retrieve the
security measures that were saved in the database
and decide whether the request is valid or not, if
success the bot will make another request to the
server with the data received from the previous re-
sponse, that will send a result response which gives
us the user Claims, the users identity information,
from which we retrieve and use the UserId, User-
Name, for user identification, but also the access
Token and refresh token, that are necessary to make
calls to the BOB API. The user’s information are
stored on the respective databases, in 4.4.2 and
4.4.1.

Figure 2 represents the Authorization Code Flow
of that was implemented.

Figure 2: OpenID Connect Connection Flow

4.3. Facebook Login
In order to enable the users to log in not only
through BOB, it was requested that the user should
be able to also use another type of account, in this
case, but it was also decided the chatbot allow the
user to login through their Facebook account. A
browser-based log in flow using entirely server-side
code, using browser redirects, so I manually built
a login flow [21], which is represented in Figure 3.
The implementation starts by, creating the redirect
URL to our Facebook application Login endpoint,
which will open the typical Facebook Login screen,
if the user successfully logs in, Facebook will send
the response. To handle this response an ASP.NET
Web API route was created, this response comes
with a parameter, ”code”, this ”code” is an en-
crypted string unique to each log in request that
has to be exchanged for the access token, by mak-
ing an HTTP GET request to Facebook’s Graph

API, with the necessary parameters. Having re-
trieved this token the application can now make a
request for the user’s Facebook information, which
it only needs the user’s facebook id, in order to store
it in the database, section 4.4.2, linked to the user’s
BOB account.

Figure 3: OpenID Connect Connection Flow

4.4. Cosmos DB
One of the early decisions was to use a Database,
at first all the bot needed was to store user data,
but the project needs were discovered and changed
during its development, and in the end, there were
three different database collections that were cre-
ated.

4.4.1 Bot Collection

This collection is automatically created by the
bot, there’s a new document for each conversation
started, then when a new user enters the conversa-
tion, the user document is created, that keeps the
data for the user during the conversation lifespan
and along with that the private conversation docu-
ment, that saves data for the user within the current
conversation, this project only uses the user data
document, where it saved the data received from
OpenId log in, from section 4.2, so that the bot can
have quick access to any of the user informations
within the lifespan of the conversation context, and
used them accordingly.

4.4.2 Account Collection

In order to store the user’s BOB account with the
corresponding user data, and being able to retrieve
this data the next time the user logged in, a new
database collection was created the Account Collec-
tion. This collection is responsible for storing the
user’s account information, received from OpenId
log in, from section 4.2, and the document identifier
is defined with the user’s BOB identifier, defining
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a document for each user account, that can be re-
trieved by the user’s BOB identifier. This is also
the document where the ”facebookid” is stored and
links it to the user’s BOB account, section 4.3.

4.4.3 State Collection

As previously explained, in OpenId section 4.2,
there was a need to create a state Document Collec-
tion, to store the request security parameters and
users conversation reference. This document is only
supposed to be used once, so these are the only
documents that are dispensable and can be deleted
after the first use.

4.5. User Interface

To make the bot accessible to users, the bot
should be hosted on a web hosting service, in
this case, the bot was already hosted in Azure
[22], and it was chosen to host a web page, as
our bot user interface, so that anyone could get
easy access to it. This web page needed a chat
window, the message delivery platform, to inte-
grate this, the web page implements the Bot-
Framework Web Chat [23], as our Web Chat plat-
form, that provides the ability for users to inter-
act with your bot directly in a web page. In
the end, our user interface, the chatbot, is hosted
in https://lasttestlinkbot.azurewebsites.net/, and
Figure 4 shows an example of what this interface
looks like.

Figure 4: Chabot Interface Usage Example

4.6. Bing Speech API, Speech Recognition

To enable speech in the Web Chat [24], that was im-
plemented in the User Interface, 4.5, the JavaScript
code that invokes the Web Chat control, was cus-
tomized to include speech , this is done by enabling
it via ”speechOptions”, which tell the bot which
speech recognition and/or synthesizer to use, in this
case, as referred in section 2.2, the Bing Speech
API, that is defined as the speech recognition, and
you have to provide it with the Speech API access
key, and finally the ”locale”, which defines the lan-
guage to be recognized, in this case, ”pt-PT”.

4.7. BOB Bot

In the final section of the implementation, it will
be explained how the bot was created, and imple-
mented all the previous components, to achieve the
desired architecture from section 3

To create a bot follow the steps provided by bot
service v3 documentation [25], the steps are going
to the Azure portal [26], create a bot, providing
the requested information, and this will automat-
ically create a bot for you, that is already ready
to use. While creating a bot you are asked if you
want to use a template to create your bot, choos-
ing the Language understanding template the bot
will automatically be communicating with a LUIS
application.

Every time that the bot receives a POST mes-
sage, the bot retrieves the activity from the POST
body, and checks for the activity type. For this
bot we are only interested in the ’message’ type,
which represents that there’s been a communica-
tion between the user and the bot, but we can still
separate it between two ’message’ types, if there is
a parameter value in the message, it means it that
the message is the response data from a card at-
tachment or just a normal Text message. In the
card case, I decided to use Adaptive Cards [27].
The Adaptive Card format is a simple yet power-
ful declarative layout format that provides a lot of
flexibility, allowing for visually rich cards and adds
a more rich interaction for the user, even to these
cards are simple JSON objects. And then there’s
the normal message type, the text message, which
the bot will send to LUIS, to predict the message
intent, this will forward this message to your LUIS
application endpoint, an HTTP endpoint utilizing
a REST API. The communication is done using
JSON packages, LUIS will perform the predictions
it was trained to, section 4.1, and return the predic-
tion answer. LUIS response returns the text that
the user sent, along with its prediction, where the
’topScoringIntent’ will define the highest scored in-
tent prediction, a function will be run depending on
the defined ’topScoringIntent’, each function repre-
sents one of the created intents in LUIS.
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These intents also represent the BankOnBox op-
erations, from section 1.3, to implement these op-
erations, one must make the necessary calls to the
BOB API.

The API Calls are made via a REST API, with
JSON, where each request has to be made to a spe-
cific API Endpoint URL with the according path
that corresponds to the operation o need to per-
form, as well as some requested parameters, de-
pending on the request, for example the balance and
movements request, are just HTTP GET requests
and the only parameters needed is the desired ac-
count number for the operation, that is sent along
with the request URL, and, on the other hand, a
payment request is an HTTP POST request, where
you need to send the payment information in a spe-
cific JSON format, along with the HTTP request,
this JSON format is determined in the API. In re-
turn, all these requests return a JSON file, with the
requested information.

In order to be able to perform these actions, the
user needs to prove that it is authorized to per-
form such action, this is done through the use of
the BankOnBox OpenId Access Token, explained in
section 4.2, this token should be sent in the HTTP
request authorization header, without it the user is
not allowed to perform any actions in the BOB API.

The full explanation of how the user authenti-
cates into the system and the dialogs created for
each operation, balance, movements, and payments,
are explained in the full thesis report.

5. Conclusions

This project presents a solution to developing a
chatbot for financial institutions, that take advan-
tage of BankOnBox solutions. The chatbot is able
to perform the banking actions on behalf of the user.

It was also studied what chatbots are, as well as
the needed components to develop one, which lead
to, developing the chatbot by taking advantage of
one of the available Chabot platforms, to aid the
chatbot creation process as well and integrating all
the necessary NLP and speech recognition capabil-
ities. Different solutions were studied and consid-
ered, the state of the art, and finally, Microsoft Bot
Framework, is one of the current top platforms in
the market, was the platform elected.

Taking advantage of the easy integration of cog-
nitive services, through the use of this platform,
adding natural language processing (NLP), using
LUIS linguistic capabilities, as well as integrat-
ing speech recognition to the chatbot, using Bing
Speech API. Both these tools were also chosen for
their compatibility with the required language, Por-
tuguese.

The NLP tool used, LUIS, allowed the chatbot to
understand user commands, making use of intents

and entities, in order to understand users requests
and to provide the bot with the context banking op-
eration. The chatbot communicates with BankOn-
Box’s API, BOB API, in order to perform these
banking operations on behalf of the user. The appli-
cations also implemented Bing Speech API services,
which enable the bot to recognize speech, providing
the user with a different way to communicate with
the Chabot.

The objective of developing a chatbot application
was successfully achieved, the bot was made acces-
sible to the public, a web page was created solely
to interact with the chatbot, but the chatbot could
also be embedded in a banking institution web page.
It can understand users’ requests for banking op-
erations, like proving the user’s accounts balance,
movements transactions and payments, and could
be trained to perform much more in the future. This
version of the bot produced the basic functionality,
but it can be extended based on users needs and
feedbacks.
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